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Hahzeel C

on
12/22/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I mean it's a xd, they have great items and firearms are great, 











Mike K

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my carry weapon. I have had it for five years, with no malfunctions or other issues despite putting hundreds of rounds through it per year. It feels great and is easy to keep on target. 











Wandy P

on
10/13/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What can you say about the Springfield XD gray pistol out the box shooter don't really have to do anything to it 











Randy N

on
08/12/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My first purchase from Bud's Guns and not disappointed! Received this pistol within a week of purchase and as advertised. I have owned this XD for over a year now and I absolutely love it! Very accurate, easy to field strip and clean, It is very reliable as well. I have had a couple of jams but mainly when I first started firing the pistol. I have fired over 1000 rounds through it and after breaking it in have had no further problems. The great thing about Springfield is that you will get two magazines, a humble holster, magazine holder and a magazine loader included. The magazine loader alone is an invaluable addition to the kit. I mounted a Viridian C5-R on it and use the pistol as my primary home defense weapon. I highly recommend this pistol. If you do, get it from Bud's! 











Damien W

on
09/14/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Took this gun to the range as soon as I got it and put about 200 rounds through it. No hiccups at all during shooting. This XD feels really good in my hand, more so with the extended mag. Sights are very excellent and my grouping first time was phenomenal. I am really impressed with this firearm. I'm very happy with my purchase, thanks Buds! 











Mark N

on
08/15/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a pretty remarkable "little" gun. I put little in quotes because the size is deceiving. Yeah, it's really short, but it's got a lot of heft. Shoots really well. Target re-aquisition is quick. Over 1,000 rounds through mine, with all sorts of ammo, and not a single problem. I really like the trigger and USA safety. May be a little too chunky for some, but a for me it feels good in the hand. Speaking of feeling good in the hand, I wear a size 10 glove and I actually prefer the flush mag over the extended. I bought a second and never even use the extended 16 round that came with the gun. Super simple to field strip and clean. Bought my wife the 9mm XDs, as she has a considerably smaller hand, and I have fired it several hundred times. I have to say that unless thickness is really an issue for you in regards to grip, the XD SC is much more comfortable to shoot, and for me, more accurate. This is a really solid, accurate, and reliable firearm. I wish Bud's processing was a little quicker (not going to deduct points from the gun for this matter). But considering the savings I can wait an extra week over buying it retail. 











Tim F

on
05/13/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Happy with gun and purchase price. Took 11 days to arrive at FFL with bank transfer payment. 











Scott P

on
04/27/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Second one I bought, had to sell the first one. Great package for the money. 











Moises B

on
02/25/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Nice gun. Put about 200 through it with no jams or double feeds. The trigger is pretty light for a double action pistol. The weapon is very nice. Feel better than my Glock 19, or my M&P9. 











Joshua M

on
02/02/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I'll be completely honest, I've always hated polymer guns. However, after getting my CCL I realized I was going to be putting wear, etc. on my $1,000 guns and I couldn't have that. So I began looking for a cheap alternative that I could scuff up or whatever(not intentionally just from years of using it) but I didn't want to get something that I couldn't trust to save my life. So I initially decided on a Glock--that's when I saw this gun: When I bought this package it was $430(People sell this gun for $600 where I'm from, sometimes used) which the Glock I wanted was $100 more. Here's the pros: 1. It has an attachment rail. 2. It has an ambidextrous safety. 3. It's cheaper 4. Quality-wise, from what I can see there is no difference minus this gun is a little bigger than the Glock 26(which is basically it's direct competition) So anyways I went out and bought the cheapest ammo I could find, if it shoots the lowest grain load ammo out there--it will shoot anything. I put 100 rounds of 115grain FMJs through it, it functioned flawlessly. Best of all, the 3" barrel was far more accurate than I had ever anticipated. I was getting 2 inch groupings from 25 yards out which is probably twice as far than you'll ever be using a smaller gun like this. I'm sold on polymer guns now, I intend to get a matching pair of Glock 19s soon enough. :) As always Buds was great, got the gun to me immediately, etc. You really can't go wrong buying this gun or from buds. 











Gary S

on
10/05/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I ordered my XD 3IN 9mm on the 10/1 and it was delivered to my FFL Dealer on 10/4. Looks great!! Can't wait to get to the range and fire a few rounds! Based on the reviews from Buds, and other websites, I should be pleased! Thanks Buds!! 











Gary S

on
10/05/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I ordered my XD 3IN 9mm on the 10/1 and it was delivered to my FFL Dealer on 10/4. Looks great!! Can't wait to get to the range and fire a few rounds! Based on the reviews from Buds, and other websites, I should be pleased! Thanks Buds!! 











Sammy R

on
10/03/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I buy this one for carry and I have to tell that after 8 hours in my waist is one of the best gun for carry no even a miss fire in 500 round and fun to shoot. 











Matthew R

on
06/08/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fires every single time. Even with crappy reloads. Has never jammed and spot on accurate at 25ft. Will be looking for another one for my wife. 











Keith K

on
05/28/2013




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










This firearm is GREAT! Unfortunately, SA's customer service ranks extremely poor. Haven't had any problems with the hand gun. But I purchased the package which included a holster. The holster "broke" and I've been trying to get it replaced or repaired since March of 2013. It's a very inexpensive item. Finally gave up. Have purchased 4 more firearms from Buds. 3 Phoenix Arms and 1 Ruger. Won't be buying anymore Springfield Armory. If the customer service is this bad on a disposable item, I can't imagine what it would be on a hand gun. They did contact me once. The CSR left his first name but no telephone extension. So when you call SA, you have to key in the party you're trying to reach. Apparently you have to have the last name. So never could contact anyone. Never had this problem at Smith & Wesson or Ruger. 











James N

on
02/03/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Better than I had expected. Took my new XD9SC to the range and had pin point accuracy! Very happy with the product. 











Richard M

on
01/15/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great item as usual. Took awhile to receive due to the holiday season. Ordered on Xmas eve and received it on Jan 10. But other then that it was a good transaction. Great customer service. Everytime i call they were very helpful and also informative. Also got a guy who helped push it thru shipping a bit earlier so very satisfied with the customer service that they provide. As for the XD, its a great gun. This is my 7th springfield that i own. I got the xd's, xdm's, and xds. So i will definitely order from Buds again. 











James L

on
01/11/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










nice triger and accurate flauless operation. 











Michael F

on
01/05/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I generally prefer a little longer barrel, however, I absolutely love this Springfield XD-9. The accuracy of this gun is unbelievable for a 3 inch barrel. Target acquisition is quick and this thing is dead on. Most likely my wife will carry this one and I'll have to order another one for myself. I would recommend this gun to anyone who wants a comfortable carry firearm. I have put about 200 rounds through it and it performed perfectly. 











Jason W

on
10/10/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Buds was easy to work with, although I was hoping the shipping would have been a little quicker (shipped 5 business days after purchase). The pistol itself is fantastic. The combination pack I received contained the shorter 13 rnd mag and the normal XD 16 RND mag with a mag extender. The factory sights and trigger are actually decent (still replaced them) and I fired 100 rounds right out of the box without any issues. Caution: Some of the aftermarket magazines for the 9mm XD will fit this gun but only without the magazine extenders. 











James H. T

on
06/20/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just received my Springfield XD9 today. Great gun. Look forward to taking it to the range for a few 100 rounds. Buds was extremely easy to deal with. I would recommend them without question. I will also buy from them again. 











Matthew G

on
04/11/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bud's does it again!! Still the cheapest prices anywhere! Great product from Springfield and great service from Bud's with fast shipping. Overall I am very pleased all around. 











Robert K

on
10/23/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I just received my 2nd XD-9 from Buds. My Son liked the first one so much that I transfered it to him, and ordered myself another one. Bud was kind enough to delay delivery on my second one for a couple of months while I was out of state. When I called to have it shipped, it was there in two days. The XD-9 is a great gun, and in my opinion, a welcome improvement over the also great Glock. Particularly with the addition of the grip safety. 











Robert K

on
09/25/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've had this 9mm for almost two months and have fired several hundred rounds of different brand and grain ammo. No hiccups at all. This little gun with a 3" barrel is amazing.... very accurate and reliable. It was a good buy! 











Donald A

on
09/08/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I received my XD 9mm in a vary timely manner.I had it shipped to Ricks guns and was as pleased with Buds as I was with Rick.Out of the box the Xd feels very comfortable in my smaller hands.The trigger pull I feel is just right,not to stiff at all.The trigger travel is a bit long but that is my only negative view.The gun tears down nicely and cleans easily .I would highly recommend Buds for any firearm purchase,I looked around and Buds was the best price out there. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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